Polymerases evolved in nature to synthesize DNA and RNA, and they underlie the storage and flow of genetic information in all cells. The availability of these enzymes for use at the bench has driven a revolution in biotechnology and medicinal research; however, polymerases did not evolve to function efficiently under the conditions required for some applications and their high substrate fidelity precludes their use for most applications that involve modified substrates. To circumvent these limitations, researchers have turned to directed evolution to tailor the properties and/or substrate repertoire of polymerases for different applications, and several systems have been developed for this purpose. These systems draw on different methods of creating a pool of randomly mutated polymerases and are differentiated by the process used to isolate the most fit members. A variety of polymerases have been evolved, providing new or improved functionality, as well as interesting new insight into the factors governing activity.
Introduction
In addition to mediating the storage, retrieval, and transfer of information in all cells, polymerases are the cornerstone of a variety of technologies, ranging from the now indispensible polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [1] to DNA sequencing, and their availability has revolutionized virtually all areas of the biological and medical sciences. Other applications include cloning [2] , next generation sequencing by synthesis [3] , the diagnosis of genetic diseases [4] , the detection of single-nucleotide polymorphisms [5, 6] , personal identification [7] , and systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) [8] . In all of these applications, the polymerase is used to copy a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) or ribonucleic acid (RNA) template into its complement strand of DNA or RNA using monomeric deoxynucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) or ribonucleotide triphosphate (rNTP) precursors. Under physiological conditions, polymerases are remarkably efficient at utilizing their natural substrates, with polymerization rates as high as 10 3 nucleotides per second and typical fidelities of less than one error for every 10 7 nucleotides replicated (polymerases with proofreading ability can reach a fidelity of less than one error for every 10 9 nucleotides replicated) [9] . However, polymerases are poorly active under some conditions of interest due to instability or the presence of inhibitors, and their optimization for better performance under these conditions would enable or facilitate a variety of additional applications. Also, the ability to control transcription from multiple promoters not used by natural RNA polymerases would increase our ability to manipulate cellular pathways for synthetic biology applications [10] . The four nucleotide monomers of DNA and RNA are composed of a nucleobase (guanine, cytosine, adenine, and thymine or uracil), a ribotyl or deoxyribotyl sugar, and a phosphate that links the nucleotide to the preceding nucleotide. Possibly because nucleic acids evolved to be stable, their functionality is actually quite limited from a physiochemical perspective, and this precludes or limits many of the possible applications of polymerases as well as the biopolymers they synthesize. The ability to recognize modified triphosphates would enable synthesis of the corresponding polymers, and the ability to recognize these polymers as templates would enable their amplification or conversion into DNA or RNA.
A related and particularly interesting class of nucleotide modification is replacement of the entire natural nucleobase with an unnatural one, because two such unnatural nucleobases that are efficiently and selectively paired during enzymatic synthesis could form the foundation of an expanded genetic alphabet [11, 12] . In addition to providing unnatural codons that might be used to direct the incorporation of unnatural amino acids into proteins, the modification of unnatural base pairs with linkers could enable the attachment of different functionalities of interest for materials, diagnostics, or SELEX applications [13] [14] [15] [16] . Poor recognition of the modified nucleotides by natural polymerases currently limits the development of such expanded genetic systems and thus is a major obstacle toward achieving these ambitious goals.
It is clear that despite the remarkable ability of polymerases to efficiently synthesize natural DNA or RNA, and the revolutionary applications that this has enabled, even more applications would be possible if the properties and activities of polymerases could be appropriately tailored. In nature, this tailoring works by adaptive evolution, an iterative process of selective amplification of the ''most fit'' members of a population of mutants and their further optimization by mutation and recombination. This process may be recapitulated and accelerated in the laboratory setting, a process commonly known as directed evolution (directed in the sense that a selection pressure is specified by the experimentalist). Over the last several decades, directed evolution has produced a myriad of proteins with optimized properties and reactivities. In addition, unlike with natural evolution, it is straightforward to identify the mutations responsible for the selected phenotype, making it possible to gain unique insights into mechanism.
Herein, we review the directed evolution of polymerases. After a brief discussion of the structures, properties, and substrate repertoires of the natural polymerases, which serve as starting points for directed evolution efforts, we describe the approaches that have been used to generate diversity. We then review in more detail the strategies that have been employed to selectively amplify the most fit mutants. Lastly, we review the polymerase variants that have been evolved from a perspective of the applications that they may eventually enable and the insight that they provide into polymerase function.
Polymerases in nature
In general, evolution in nature is thought to proceed from progenitor proteins where some level of the desired activity is already present [17, 18] . While it is obvious that directed polymerase evolution should begin with a natural polymerase, the natural polymerases constitute an ancient class of proteins that diverged long ago into different families with subtly different properties and activities, which might make one more suitable than another as starting points. Most generally, polymerases can be classified into three categories based on their substrates and products: DNA polymerases (DNAPs), RNA polymerases (RNAPs), and reverse transcriptases (RTs). DNAPs synthesize strands of DNA complementary to DNA templates (following Watson-Crick base pairing), and are responsible for all DNA replication during cell division as well as the DNA replication involved in DNA recombination and repair, and lateral gene transfer in prokaryotes. Generally, polymerases fold into a common overall structure that resembles a right hand with a palm, fingers, and thumb subdomain (Fig. 1) . DNAP-catalyzed synthesis of DNA generally includes five steps: (1) binary complex formation between the DNAP and a DNA template; (2) ternary ''open'' complex formation upon binding a dNTP; (3) a conformational change from the open to a closed state when the bound dNTP forms a correct Watson-Crick base pair with the template nucleotide in the active site; (4) catalysis of phosphodiester bond formation between the dNTP and the 3 0 OH of the primer terminus; and (5) a conformational change from the closed to the open state and release of an inorganic pyrophosphate [19] [20] [21] [22] . During processive synthesis, the DNAP then translocates the newly elongated primer/template to position the next templating nucleotide in the active site.
Based on sequence homology, DNAPs are classified into six families: A, B, C, D, X, and Y [23] . Classification within families A, B, and C is based on homology with Escherichia coli polymerase genes, polA, polB, and polC, respectively, which correspondingly encode Pol I, Pol II, and the a subunit of Pol III [24] . Extensive effort has been focused on rationally optimizing family A DNAPs, especially E. coli Pol I, or its truncated variant Klenow fragment (Kf); Taq DNAP from Thermus aquaticus (Taq), or one of its truncated variants Stoffel fragment (Sf) or KlenTaq; and the DNAP from T7 bacteriophage, due to their already widespread use and because they are functional in the absence of accessory proteins (with the exception of T7 DNAP, which requires E. coli thioredoxin as a cofactor). Family A DNAPs have six common structural motifs: A, B, C, 1, 2, and 6 that surround and form the active site and interact with substrates (Figs. 1A and 2) [25] . Motifs A, C, and 2 are located in the palm domain; Motifs B and 6 are located in the fingers domain; and motif 1 is located in thumb domain. Motifs A, B, and C are more conserved than motifs 1, 2, and 6, especially at the amino acid level, consistent with their functional importance.
RNAPs synthesize RNA molecules complementary to DNA templates, and are responsible in all cells for the initiation of DNA synthesis and all RNA synthesis, and in RNA viruses for information storage. RNAPs recognize specific sequences of DNA, referred to as promoters and terminators, to initiate and halt transcription, respectively. Relatively simple, single subunit RNAPs include those from many viruses, such as T3, T7, SP6, and K11 phages, and from the mitochondria of eukaryotic cells [26] , which like their DNAP counterparts, assume a right-hand-like overall structure (Fig. 1B) . However, core bacterial RNAPs, such as that from E. coli, include five subunits (b 0 , b, a I , a II , x), as well as another small subunit, r, which is responsible for promoter recognition [27, 28] . Eukaryotic genomes encode five multiple subunit RNAPs, RNAP I-V, which are responsible for the synthesis of different RNAs [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The RNAPs of bacteria and archaea are most structurally and mechanically similar to eukaryotic RNAP II [34] [35] [36] . Regardless of their subunit architecture, RNAPs function similarly to DNAPs, except that full length transcription is preceded by an abortive phase, during which short RNAs are synthesized [37] . RTs synthesize DNA from an RNA template, and are employed by RNA viruses to synthesize complementary DNAs (cDNAs) that guide subsequent transcription and replication processes. Although most well-studied RTs are from retroviruses, they are also found in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. For example, telomerases, which are responsible for maintaining the ends of chromosomes of eukaryotic cells and which carry their own RNA templates, belong to the RT family of polymerases [38] . Retroviral RTs commonly have three distinct activities: an RNA-dependent DNAP activity (responsible for synthesis of single-strand DNA from RNA templates), ribonuclease H activity (responsible for degradation of RNA), and a DNA-dependent DNAP activity (responsible for synthesizing another strand of DNA to form double-strand DNA) [39] . The polymerase domains of RTs, such as the p66 polymerase domain of HIV-1 RT, are generally structurally and mechanistically similar to their distant DNAP and RNAP cousins (Fig. 1C) .
Diversification strategies
Directed evolution methodologies simulate the processes of adaptive evolution in nature, in which species are diversified via the mutagenesis and recombination of their DNA, and then subjected to the natural selection provided by environmental pressures. Similarly, directed evolution typically includes: (1) construction of a pool (or ''library'') of variants of the gene of interest differentiated from each other by an at least roughly controllable number of mutations; (2) enriching the pool in members with a desired activity (i.e., selection of the most fit mutants); and (3) analysis of individual members of the enriched pool or subjecting the pool to further rounds of diversification and enrichment.
During directed evolution, random mutagenesis is used to simulate natural spontaneous mutation and may be performed using error-prone PCR (epPCR) in which the mutation rate can be controlled by adding different amounts of manganese to reduce polymerase fidelity [40] . Random mutations may also be introduced via gene shuffling, in which the gene is first digested with DNase I, and then reassembled by the inherently mutagenic process of PCR fragment assembly and amplification [41] . EpPCR and gene shuffling subject the entire gene, or at least the PCR amplified portion, to mutagenesis, and if more focused libraries are desired, for example, focused to an active site or specific secondary structural elements, then synthetic oligonucleotides may be used, either in a simple PCR assembly reaction [42] or in a variant of shuffling, known as synthetic shuffling, where synthetic oligonucleotides are added to the reassembly reaction [43] .
Adaptive evolution in nature is thought to proceed in part via beneficial epistatic (non-additive) effects of otherwise neutral or nearly neutral mutations [44] . Practitioners of directed evolution may draw upon these effects via a variant of gene shuffling, known as family shuffling. In family shuffling, the DNase I fragments used in the reassembly step are generated from a set of homologs, and thus the diversity present in nature is sampled in novel combinations. Family shuffling has proven to be an effective way to construct high-quality libraries; however, reassembly is relatively inefficient when the method is applied to regions with low sequence homology [45] . To improve reassembly, RACHITT (random chimeragenesis on transient templates) was developed as a substitute for DNA shuffling. RACHITT is similar to traditional shuffling in that parent sequences are first fragmented, but before the reassembly step, the resulting fragments are hybridized to a scaffold template and subjected to overhanging tail digestion and gap filling [46] . In addition to sampling novel reassortments of natural diversity, the mutations introduced are less likely to cause misfolding, which otherwise reduces the size of the library. As with the original implementation of DNA shuffling, family shuffling has the additional advantage of providing a mechanism to separate (or ''unlink'') beneficial and deleterious mutations [45] .
Recently, various semi-rational approaches have been developed that combine various randomization methods with sequence, structure, or structure-activity data to more efficiently engineer proteins, including iterative saturation mutagenesis (ISM), combinatorial active-site saturation testing (CASTing), and statistical analysis of protein sequence activity relationships (ProSAR). In ISM, a limited number of residues within focused regions of the protein of interest are randomized in separated libraries and then subjected to selection or screening [47] . The most fit mutants are then used as the templates for the next round of mutation and selection. The process is repeated iteratively, possibly including exploration of the same site in non-sequential rounds of evolution. An advantage of this method is that sequence space at the selected sites may be fully explored; however, its focus on the sequential examination of different sites may preclude the identification of epistatic mutations. In contrast, epistatic effects between physically interacting residues are sought in the CASTing approach by focusing mutations to sets of spatially localized residues, for example, n and n + 1, 2, 3, or 4 residues in a loop, b sheet, 3 10 helix, or a helix, respectively [48] . Lastly, the most guided of these newer approaches, statistical analysis of protein sequence activity relationships (ProSAR), assumes that the contributions of different mutations are additive (non-epistatic), and generates linear equations based on sequence-activity data of mutants from previous rounds of evolution [49] . Regression of these linear equations yields output parameters that indicate the contribution of different residues when at different positions, which are then used to guide further engineering of the protein.
Screening and selection strategies
In order to enrich a library for members with a desired property or activity, an efficient selection or screening method is required. Screening and selection differ in that the former samples every member individually while the latter provides a method to selectively isolate or amplify the most fit members directly from the library.
Screening
Screens are conceptually straightforward to implement, but they are only capable of sorting through a relatively small number of mutants, typically on the order of 1000 (or higher if automated liquid handling systems are used). Traditionally, screens for polymerase activity have employed gel electrophoresis to detect radio-or fluorophore-labeled primer extension or have directly detected the amplification products of a PCR reaction. Recently, ELI-SA-like screening methods have also been developed [50] . In a typical ELISA-like screen, the primer/template complex is attached to the surface of individual wells of a 96 or 384-well plate, and a probe is incorporated into the primer during extension, or annealed onto an extended primer after denaturing the primer/template complex. The probe may be a fluorophore [51] , allowing for direct spectrophotometric detection, or an affinity tag (i.e., biotin or an antigen), allowing for a traditional sandwich assay with a streptavidin-or antibody-enzyme conjugate and detection with enzyme-catalyzed chromogenic reaction [50] . A high-throughput ELISA screen for polymerases using oligonucleotide arrays instead of multiwell plates has also been reported [52] .
Selections
Selections are capable of sorting through much larger libraries, with as many as 10 11 to 10 12 members, depending on the specific methodology utilized, but they are complicated by the need to maintain a link between phenotype and genotype. Because no selection is capable of enriching such large libraries to a single member, screens, as described above, are often run to sort through a selection-enriched library. For directed polymerase evolution, several selection methodologies have been developed (see Table 1 ).
Genetic complementation and autogene selection
Loeb and co-workers developed a genetic complementation system for the in vivo selection of DNAP mutants in a strain of E. coli in which Pol I is inactive at 37°C [53] . After transformation with a library of mutant polymerase genes, growth at the nonpermissive temperature selects for mutants that retain sufficient natural activity to support genome replication. This approach may be used with Pol I, Taq DNAP, or HIV RT, which are each able to complement deficient host Pol I activity [53] [54] [55] . Because Pol I is required for the replication of DNA immediately downstream of a ColE1 origin of replication, genes included within this region may be used to provide specific selection pressures. For example, Brakmann and co-workers evolved a mutagenic variant of T7 DNAP by selecting for mutational reversion of a b-lactamase gene and growth in the presence of ampicillin [56] .
An approach referred to as autogene selection has been developed to evolve RNAPs that recognize unique promoter sequences, and has been run in two formats. In the original format, transcription of a mutant RNAP is driven from the target promoter, and RNAP recognition of the promoter results in RNAP over-expression and reduced growth [57] . To select instead for increased growth, a second format has been developed in which an essential gene, such as one whose protein product confers antibiotic resistance, is placed behind the altered promoter [58] . Recently, Liu and co-workers developed an autogene selection for altered T7 RNAP promoter recognition that they have termed phage-assisted continuous evolution [59] . In this system, hypermutagenic E. coli cells harbor a plasmid carrying the altered promoter that controls transcription of the M13 phage pIII gene. When these cells are infected with M13 phage bereft of the gene encoding their own pIII and harboring a mutant RNAP, growth in a ''lagoon'' with constant inflow and outflow of cell culture allows for RNAP evolution without the laborious steps of gene isolation, mutagenesis, and re-transformation between rounds of selection.
Activity-based phage display selection
A general disadvantage of both the complementation and autogene approaches for directed polymerase evolution is that they may not be used to select for novel activities involving unnatural substrates. Phage display has proven to be a robust methodology for the selection of proteins from a library based on affinity for a target, and our laboratory has developed a modified version that selects for polymerase mutants based in their having desired activities and that may be straightforwardly applied to selections with unnatural substrates (Fig. 3) [60] . In this method, the polymerase mutant is expressed as an N-terminal fusion to the minor M13 phage coat protein pIII, and on average one fusion protein is packaged within the coat of each phage particle. The remainder of the five pIII proteins are fused to a short acid peptide that contains a cysteine residue and that forms a coiled-coil with a basic peptide. The basic peptide is chemically synthesized and covalently coupled to an oligonucleotide that acts as a primer for oligonucleotide synthesis. After the basic peptide-primer conjugate is annealed to a template oligonucleotide, it is added to the phage particles, resulting in coiled-coil and disulfide bond formation and the localization of a polymerase mutant, the gene that encoded it, and a substrate on the same phage particle. Active polymerases extend their attached primers, which leads to the incorporation of a biotinylated nucleotide. When incorporation of the biotinylated nucleotide occurs after the desired activity (i.e., after incorporation of a natural or modified nucleotide triphosphate opposite a natural or modified nucleotide in the template), phage particles whose mutant polymerases have an increased ability to catalyze the desired reaction will be preferentially biotinylated and recovered with magnetic beads coated with streptavidin. Selection proceeds through multiple rounds until fit mutants become sufficiently enriched in the population that intramolecular reactivity does not dominate intermolecular activity. At this point the library may be screened to identify individual mutants. An advantage of this approach is that the incorporation of unnatural substrates is possible in the template, primer, or triphosphate, and that selection does not require amplification.
Compartmentalized self-replication (CSR) and its derivatives
Water-in-oil emulsions may be used to provide transiently stable microcompartments and Holliger and co-workers have used this methodology for polymerase evolution (Fig. 4) [61] . In this system, E. coli cells harboring a mutant polymerase gene are encapsulated in water-in-oil emulsion bubbles such that each bubble contains only a single E. coli cell. Triphosphates and primers suitable for amplification of the polymerase gene are also encapsulated, the polymerase gene is expressed, and the bubbles are subjected to thermal cycling. During thermal cycling, the E. coli cells are lysed, releasing the polymerase mutant and the gene that encoded it. If a particular mutant is active with the provided substrates, then its corresponding gene is amplified and thus the total population of DNA will be enriched for those that encode active mutants. The enriched library may be subjected to further rounds of selection or screened for active members. A modified CSR method, spCSR (short-patched CSR), focuses amplification to a target region of the polymerase gene, which after amplification is assembled into a full length gene and assayed or further evolved [50] . Another variant of CSR, termed compartmentalized self-tagging (CST), has been developed wherein a biotinylated primer is used that hybridizes to the polymerase gene, allowing plasmid recovery even after only limited extension. Recently, Ellington and co-workers adapted the approach for in vitro use, employing water-in-oil emulsion to link genotype and phenotype [62] . In their method, the transcription and translation of T7 RNA polymerase proceeded within emulsified E. coli cell lysate, instead of the whole cells used in the traditional autogene selection, and SP6 RNA polymerase was employed to trigger the initial in vitro transcription via an SP6 promoter embedded downstream of the T7 promoter, which is responsible for subsequent positive-feedback transcription as in autogene selection.
Evolved polymerase mutants with various properties and applications
Using a combination of methods for library construction and selection and/or screening for fit mutants, a variety of different polymerases with improved or novel properties or activities have been evolved for various practical applications, and these are reviewed here.
Polymerase mutants with altered fidelity
Although natural DNAPs typically have extremely high fidelity, even higher fidelities would facilitate several applications, such as next generation sequencing by synthesis and single nucleotide polymorphism detection. Towards this goal, Summerer et al. evolved exonuclease deficient Kf for higher fidelity against mismatch extension [63] . A library was constructed by randomizing residues of motif C (879-881), which is involved in mismatch recognition in family A and B polymerases [64] , and screened using a primer extension assay in a 384-well plate format. The most promising three mutants, PLQ, LVG, and LVL (referring to the residues present at positions 879-881), showed significantly decreased mismatch extension, and when the latter was moved into Taq (replacing QVH), the resulting DNAP exhibited discrimination that translated into improved performance in allele specific PCR. This work demonstrates that similar mutations can confer similar activities in related DNAPs. Strerath et al. created a Taq library with mutations focused to residues Q782, V783 and H784 within motif C that they screened for increased fidelity against mismatched pair extension using a 384-well plate PCR assay with SYBRgreen I-mediated detection [65] . The best mutants they obtained, ILL, IVF, CLV and SFN (referring to the residues at positions 782-784), showed significantly increased discrimination against mismatch extension.
At the other extreme of fidelity, DNAPs with specific mutations that reduce fidelity are useful for understanding the mechanism by which fidelity is achieved and could possibly also find practical applications for epPCR. Using genetic complementation followed by gel-based screening, Loeb and co-workers isolated a series of active Taq DNAPs with high activity but significantly reduced fidelity. Interestingly, such mutations were preferentially found on the O helix, which is conserved in family A DNAPs and forms the wall of the active site that is packed against the end of the primer/template duplex [53] . Specifically, they found that the A661E or T664R mutation results in at least a 7-and 25-fold increase in mutation frequency. With the same method, Taq mutant I614K, which is located in Motif A (amino acids 605-617) of the dNTP binding site, was identified and shown to have a greater than 20-fold higher mutation frequency [66] .
Ghadessy et al. used CSR to select for mutants of Taq DNAP that can extend mismatched primer termini [67] . The two best mutants isolated from the selection, M1 (G84A, D144G, K314R, E520G, F598L, A608V, E742G) and M4 (D58G, R74P, A109T, L245R, R343G, G370D, E520G, N583S, E694K, A743P), not only had an increased ability to extend mismatches, but also acquired the ability to incorporate various non-canonical substrates, including 7-deaza-dGTP, aS-dNTPs, FITC-12-dATP, and biotin-16-dUTP. The fidelity of M1 for incorporating dye-modified bases was estimated based on sequencing to be one or fewer errors in 500 nucleotides synthesized.
Brakmann et al. evolved an error prone T7 RNAP variant (F11L, C515Y, T613A) by virtue of increased reversion rate of a mutated resistance gene [68] . This T7 RNA polymerase was also shown to be able to reduce the replication efficiency of T7 phage during infection. Based on in vitro transcription, reverse transcription, and sequencing, the substitution error rate of this mutant is at least 20-fold greater than that of wild-type.
Polymerase mutants with improved thermal stability
High DNAP thermostability is important for PCR applications and identifying the mutations that confer increased thermal stability is also useful for understanding the biophysical origins of protein stability and thermostability, in general. By using CSR with increased time at elevated temperatures, Ghadessy et al. selected a Taq DNAP mutant, T8 (F73S, R205K, K219E, M236T, E434D, A608V), with an 11-fold increased half-life at 97.5°C [61] . Most of the mutations are located in the 5 0 -3 0 exonuclease domain, and truncation of this domain also leads to greater thermostability [69, 70] , suggesting that this domain is relatively less stable than the rest of the protein and that its presence in a denatured or non-native state causes loss of DNAP activity.
Polymerase mutants with enhanced inhibitor tolerance
Many potentially important diagnostic and medical applications of DNAPs, for example, disease diagnosis, personal identification, pathogen detection, and microbiome characterization, currently require the time and labor intensive purification of DNA from complex sources, such as biological fluids or soil extracts to remove inhibitors such as heparin, hemoglobin, lactoferrin, serum IgG, and humic acid. Kermekchiev et al. created a library of KlenTaq 1 (a truncated Taq DNAP lacking the N-terminal 278 amino acids) focused to codons 626, 706, 707 and 708, which they screened using a PCR assay in the presence of blood or soil extract [71] . One mutant, KT 7 (E626K, I707L, E708W) was further diversified by saturation mutagenesis at codon 708 and selection yielded KT 10 (E626K, I707L, E708K) and KT 12 (E626K, I707L, E708L). By introducing the KT 10 and KT 12 mutations into full-length Taq and another round saturation mutagenesis at codon 708, they isolated Taq 10 (E626K, I707L, E708K) and Taq 22 (E626K, I707L, E708Q), which showed significantly enhanced PCR performance in the presence of human blood, soil extracts, or high concentration of SYBR Green I. By applying CSR in the presence of heparin, Ghadessy et al. evolved H15 Taq DNAP (K225E, E388V, K540R, D578G, N583S, M747R), which increased resistance 130-fold compared to the wild type parent enzyme [61] . Baar et al. also evolved a DNAP for enhanced resistance to inhibitors by constructing a library via family shuffling of Pol I genes and CSR selection in the presence of inhibitors [72] . A chimera of T. aquaticus, Thermus oshimai, Ther- [73] . A variant bearing the Q484R mutation and an internal split (resulting from the addition of a premature stop codon and the re-initiation of transcription downstream, and thus the production of two fragments that associate to form the active DNAP) was identified that gained the ability to incorporate c-phosphate-O-linker-dabcyl derivatives.
Nucleotide triphosphates with modified sugars
One of the earliest reports of directed polymerase evolution used the phage display-based system to evolve Sf DNAP variants that efficiently synthesize RNA [60] . RNAP activity was targeted for these early efforts because understanding the mechanism by which dNTPs are selected in the presence of higher cellular concentrations rNTP is of fundamental importance, and many rational-based efforts had been directed toward the goal with only moderate success [74, 75] . A polymerase library was constructed by primer-directed random mutation of the substrate binding site and O-helix. The most efficient RNA polymerase evolved, SFR3 (A597T, W604R, L605Q, I614T, E615G), was able to incorporate rNTPs with rates increased 10 3 to 10 4 -fold relative to the wild type enzyme. This demonstrates that a relatively small number of mutations interconvert DNAP and RNAP activity.
Ong et al. employed spCSR to select for variants of Taq DNAP that can incorporate both dNTPs and rNTPs [50] . Two libraries were constructed by randomizing codons 611-617, or 597-609, and after one round of selection, the enriched libraries were combined and subjected to a second round of selection. The best mutant obtained, AA40 (E602V, A608V, I614M, E615G), retained DNAP activity and gained RNAP and RT activity. This mutant can also incorporate various 2 0 -substituted triphosphates, such as 2 0 -N 3 -dATP and 2 0 -F-dUTP, further revealing an insensitivity to the nature of the substituent at the 2 0 position. AA40 was able to amplify C2 0 -F modified templates, suggesting that the modifications were tolerated in both the template and triphosphate, however, primer extension processivity was poor with C2 0 -NH 2 or -OMe substituents, with only two modified nucleotides incorporated. Unfortunately, fidelity was not characterized.
Using the phage selection system, Fa et al. expanded the substrate repertoire of Sf DNAP to include 2 0 -OMe modified triphosphates [76] . 2 0 -OMe modified DNA is resistant to nucleases, and thus an enzyme that efficiently amplifies it could be used to evolve aptamers by SELEX that are stable in biological solutions [77] . For these selections, libraries were constructed by focusing mutations to residues proximal to the triphosphate binding site (Ile64, Glu615, Phe667, Tyr671, Asn750, and Gln754 or Arg573, Met 747, Gln754, Val783, His784, and Glu786). The most efficient mutant identified, SFM19, possessed two mutations, I614E and E615G, and showed increased rates for the incorporation of each 2 0 -OMe modified triphosphate of at least 10 4 -fold relative to the parental enzyme, with no significant loss in fidelity.
Using CST, TgoT DNAP (a mutant of the family B DNAP from Thermococcus gorgonarius bearing four mutations: V93Q, which decreases uracil stalling; D141A and E143A, which disable exonulease proofreading; and A485L, which enhances the recognition of unnatural substrates [62] ) has been evolved to interconvert DNA and polymers of peptide nucleic acid (PNA), 2 0 -O,4 0 -C-methyleneb-D-ribonucleic acid or locked nucleic acid (LNA), a-L-threofuranosyl nucleic acid (TNA), glycol nucleic acid (GNA), anhydrohexitol nucleic acid (HNA), cyclohexenyl nucleic acid (CeNA), arabinonucleic acid (ANA), or 2 0 -fluoro-arabinonucleic acid (FANA), collectively referred to as xeno-nucleic acids (XNAs). CST selection for HNA synthesis proceeded with a library constructed by random or homology-based diversification focused to 22 motifs within 10 Å of the nascent strand yielded Pol6G12 (TgoT: V589A, E609K,  I610M, K659Q, E664Q, Q665P, R668K, D669Q, K671H, K674R,  T676R , A681S, L704P, E730G). Similarly, polymerase for CeNA or LNA synthesis, PolC7 (TgoT: E654Q, E658Q, K659Q, V661A, E664Q, Q665P, D669A, K671Q, T676K, R709K), and ANA or FANA synthesis, PolD4K (TgoT: L403P, P657T, E658Q, K659H, Y663H, E664K, D669A, K671N, T676I) were also evolved. By combining saturation mutagenesis based on statistical correlation analysis (SCA) [78] and ELISA-like screening (CST may not be used for this activity as non-natural nucleic acids cannot be included in the template without selecting for amplification), they also evolved TgoT mutant that can reverse transcribe some XNAs back to DNA. Mutant RT521 (TgoT: E429G, I521L, K726R) was shown to have moderate RT activity for HNA, ANA, and FANA, and RT521K (RT521: A385V, F445L, E664K) for CeNA and LNA. Using these polymerases and a modification of SELEX similar to that originally used by Klussmann [79] and later by Eaton and co-workers [80] , pools of DNA oligomers were first transcribed into XNAs, subjected to selection for binding to various targets, and then reverse transcribed back into DNA for amplification. This work demonstrates that family B DNAPs may be evolved to have altered substrate repertoires, and that modified oligonucleotides may be used for the selection phase of evolution (amplification was still performed with DNA).
RNAPs are also obvious starting points for the evolution of enzymes capable of synthesizing DNA with 2 0 -modified nucleotides. Chelliserrykattil et al. evolved T7 RNAP for better incorporation of 2 0 -O-methyl nucleotide triphosphates using a library constructed by mutagenizing residues R425, G542, Y639 and H784, and autogene selection with a chloramphenicol resistance gene [58] . Members of the enriched library were then screened using plate and gel assays. The best mutants, Y639V/H784G/E593G/ V685A and Y639L/A255T, can incorporate multiple triphosphates with C 0 2-modified sugars into a transcript with good processivities. Clearly, both the substrate repertoires of DNAPs and RNAPs can be evolved to include C2 0 -modified substrates, but different consideration appear to be required. For DNAPs, it is likely that initial mutations must ''open'' the active site to make room for the 2 0 -substituents, while subsequent mutations are then required to further refine and optimize activity. Because RNAPs already accommodate C2 0 substituents, they may represent more useful starting points, as the evolution of efficient activity appears to require only mutations that allow for the nature or size of the substituent to be changed. However, if thermal stability is desired, then thermostable DNAPs may represent attractive starting points due to the absence of well characterized thermostable RNAPs.
Nucleotide triphosphates with modified nucleobases
Nucleotide triphosphates with modifications to their nucleobases are widely used in sequencing and for the labeling of nucleic acids. For example, the incorporation of dNTPs with removable fluorophores attached to their nucleobases forms the foundation of several next generation approaches currently under development. However, after fluorophore removal, a portion of the linker remains attached to the nucleobase and polymerase recognition of the modified triphosphates in the context of an increasingly modified primer terminus can significantly limit sequence read length. Toward the goal of optimizing a polymerase for these applications, Leconte et al. generated libraries of Sf by synthetic shuffling, focusing mutations to 21 positions that are within 14 Å of the incoming dNTP and that show high levels of variation among only similar amino acids in related DNAPs [81] . After four rounds of selection with the phage-based system, Sf197 was identified by screening the enriched library with a gel extension assay. The mutant possessed 14 mutations (V618I, L619M, V631A, I638V,  T640K, M646V, M658L, A661I, T664A, I665V, L670M, F700Y , T756S, A757G) that were all clustered in the O-and N-helices. The resulting DNAP after moving the mutations into a full length Taq background, Taq197, incorporated each modified dNTP onto a modified primer terminus 50-to 400-fold more efficiently than wild-type Taq, and showed potential for significantly increased read length in sequencing applications without any apparent loss in fidelity.
Ramsay et al. evolved a variant of Pfu DNAP with mutations that disable both exonuclease activity and uracil-stalling (V93Q, D141A, E143A; referred to as Pfuexo-) for enhanced PCR amplification of DNA with Cy3-or Cy5-labeled dCTP [82] . Residues 399-415 of motif A were diversified via a combination of random mutagenesis and synthetic shuffling (leaving the catalytically critical residue D405 intact), and the resulting library was subjected to one round of spCSR selection, with dCTP replaced by Cy5-dCTP, and ELISAbased screening. Residues 537-546 of motif C of the four most promising leads were again diversified (avoiding catalytically residues D541 and D543) and after a second round of selection, followed by ELISA-and PCR-based screening, mutant E10 (V337I, E399D, N400D, R407I, Y546H) was identified which can amplify DNA with Cy5-or Cy3-dC. Sequencing of the amplification products revealed no loss in fidelity relative to Pfuexo-, although the fidelity of the mutant was more sensitive to additives such as formamide, glycerol, RNase, and DTT.
Chen et al. evolved Taq DNAP to accept 3 0 -ONH 2 nucelotides (dNTP-ONH 2 ), which because the 3 0 OH may be deprotected with sodium nitrite (pH 5.5) treatment, serves as a reversible terminator for next generation sequencing methodologies [83] . A library of 93 Taq variants was constructed based on structural analysis and a sequence-based approach termed ''Reconstructed Evolutionary Adaptive Path'' (REAP) [84] , and screened for the ability to incorporate dTTP-ONH 2 . Mutants REAP-42 (A597T, L616A, F667Y, E745H) and REAP-58 (E520G, K540I, L616A) were isolated, with the latter shown to efficiently incorporate dNTP-ONH 2 and ddNTPs with good fidelity. Interestingly, L616A is present in both mutants, and analysis of the individual mutations indicated that it is sufficient for the selected activity.
Efforts to expand the genetic alphabet to include a third, unnatural base pair are limited by poor recognition of the unnatural nucleotides by DNAPs, which provides an obvious goal for directed polymerase evolution. Towards this goal, Leconte et al. reported the evolution of a variant of Sf DNAP that more efficiently synthesizes DNA containing an unnatural base pair formed between two nucleotides bearing isocarbostyryl nucleobase analogs [85] . A library was constructed by randomization of five regions of the polymerase that mediate substrate recognition [86] , and enriched for mutants better able to synthesize DNA containing the unnatural base pair via four rounds of selection with the activity-based phage system and a gel-based extension screen. One mutant, P2 (F598I, I614F, Q489H), was found to synthesize the unnatural base pair (by incorporation of the unnatural triphosphate opposite the unnatural nucleotide in a template) and then extend it (by incorporation of the next correct natural triphosphate) with efficiencies that were >30-and >300-fold increased relative to the parental enzyme, respectively. Importantly, it was shown that this activity did not come at the expense of decreased fidelity.
Loakes et al. also evolved thermophilic DNAPs for the more efficient extension of primers terminating with a variety of pairs formed between nucleotides with modified nucleobases [87] . They shuffled family A DNAPs from the genus Thermus, including Taq from T. aquaticus, Tth from T. thermophilus, and Tfl from T. flavus, and subjected the library to five rounds of CSR selection, in which flanking primers containing hydrophobic nucleobase analogues, including 5-nitroindole and its 3-carboxamide. The best mutant isolated, 5D4, which is a chimera of Tth and Taq DNAPs with 14 additional mutations (V62I,  Y78H, T88S, P114Q, P264S, E303V, G389V, E424G, E432G, E602G,  A608V, I614M, M761T, M775T) , was able to generate and extend several of the pairs, as well as the pair formed between analogs with isocarbostyryl and 7-azaindole. However, mispairs between the unnatural nucleotides and natural nucleotides were also synthesized and extended, suggesting that the activity may have come at the expense of decreased fidelity.
Laos et al. generated an exonuclease deficient Taq DNAP library by random mutagenesis and then subjected it to CSR with primers containing the unnatural nucleotide 2-amino-8-
, which form an unnatural base pair via a non-standard pattern hydrogen-bonding [88] . The most promising mutants ((M444V/P527A/D551E/E832V) and (N580S/ L628V/E832V)) showed reduced pausing when dZTP was incorporated opposite dP in a template. The fidelity of unnatural triphosphate insertion was examined with N580S/L628V/E832V, which appeared good for the incorporation of dZTP opposite dP, but poor for the incorporation dPTP opposite dZ.
Clearly, DNAPs have the potential for synthesizing DNA with unnatural base pairs, and directed evolution is likely to play an increasing role in the effort to expand the genetic alphabet. Similar experiments with RNAPs may facilitate the transcription of the expanded genetic alphabet.
Modified templates
RT-PCR is an important method for detection of RNAs, or generation and amplification of complementary DNAs (cDNAs) in transcriptome analysis, cloning of eukaryotic genes into prokaryotes, genetic disease diagnosis, and pathogen detection. The development of thermophilic DNAPs with RT activity could simplify RT-PCR and also allow for reverse transcription at higher temperatures, which would be useful with RNA that forms secondary structure. Towards this goal, Sauter et al. evolved thermostable KlenTaq DNAP for RT activity via a library constructed using epPCR, a PCRbased plate screen to ensure the retention of DNAP activity, followed by an RT-PCR-based plate screen [89] . Two mutants, M1 (L322M, L459M, S515R, I638F, S739G, E773G) and M2 (L322M, L459M, S515R, I638F, S739G, E773G, L789F), displayed significantly increased RT activity, and can be used directly in one-step RT-PCR of RNA at different concentrations. Guerre et al. also obtained a series of evolved Taq DNAPs with thermostable RT activity by creating multiple focused libraries and subsequent selection using a phage display method similar to that described above, but where the substrates are non-specifically attached via 5 0 -maleimidyl linkers [90] . Mutants 5 (A608T, E520G, W827R), 14 (M747K, E742K), and 21 (M761T, D547G, I584V), were identified and shown to be capable of synthesizing long cDNAs using mRNA as a template. The ability to amplify modified oligonucleotides, which by definition includes the recognition of modified templates, has received somewhat less attention.
Polymerase mutants with other properties
In some PCR applications, such as in paleontological and forensic investigations, template DNA is highly damaged. For these applications, Gloeckner et al. evolved KlenTaq DNAP to efficiently amplify from damaged DNA by epPCR and a plate-based primer extension assay using only three of the four dNTPs (to mimic lesion bypass) and which was monitored by SYBRgreen I fluorescence [91] . One mutant, M747K, was 100-fold more tolerant of UV irradiation than the wild type DNAP. Obeid et al. combined the M747K mutation with the I614K mutation (see above), and showed that the resulting double mutant had even higher lesion bypass activity, although it was also more error prone [92] .
d'Abbadie et al. shuffled A-family DNA polymerases from T. aquaticus (Taq), T. thermophilus (Tth), and T. flavus (Tfl), and applied CSR selection to this library for mismatch extension [93] . The best mutants 3D1 (a Tth-Taq chimera with six additional mutations: L33P, E76K, D145G, P552S, E775G, and M777T) and 3A10 (a Tth-Taq chimera with eight additional mutations: E76K, E91Q, D145G, R336Q, A448T, I616M, V739M, and E744G) were able to extend primers terminating with up to four mismatches, and also able to amplify 47 000-60 000-year-old cave bear DNA at concentrations which wild type Taq is not. Based on the amplification of undamaged DNA, the fidelity of 3D1 and 3A10 was estimated to be decreased two-to four-and seven-fold, respectively.
The availability of RNAPs that recognize alternate promoters would enable simultaneous modular control over multiple cellular pathways [10] . Toward this goal, Chelliserrykattil et al. successfully evolved T7 RNAP variants that recognize a T3-like promoter sequence by randomizing codons 746, 747, and 748, and then performing autogene selection [57] . After 192 h of continuous evolution, Esvelt et al. also evolved a T7 RNAP with 89-fold higher transcription from a T3 promoter [59] .
Conclusion and perspectives
The effort to evolve enzymes with novel DNAP, RNAP, and RT activity has had considerable success. While the effort is still at a very early stage, it is perhaps not too early to offer some possible trends and generalizations. Surprisingly, despite the development and implementation of sophisticated strategies for introducing mutations in a better than random manner, random approaches, such as epPCR, appear to have had no less success. This may be due to epistatic interactions throughout the protein and/or other long-distance effects that are difficult to predict or include in library design. The two selections capable of sorting through the largest libraries of mutants, the phage-based approach and CSR and its modified variants, have several important differences. The CSR-based techniques have the advantage that they strictly enforce the link between genotype-phenotype via physical separation and also that they may be used to select for amplification. The phage display approach offers the advantage of finer control over selection pressure, for example allowing for enrichment based on single nucleotide turnover and for varying triphosphate concentration to select for increased binding or increased catalytic turnover. In addition, the fully in vitro phage method permits single turnover selections with templates containing modified nucleotides, which is difficult with the CSR-based techniques. The phage display method has the disadvantage that with sufficient levels of enrichment of an active mutant in a population, cross-reactivity between phage can sever the link between phenotype and genotype, placing a higher demand on a post-selection screening step.
Interestingly, there are common mutations among several of the evolved mutants, suggesting that only a limited number of pathways to the selected phenotype exist. For example, in each of the Sf or Taq DNAPs evolved to incorporate 2 0 modified triphosphates, residues I614 and E615 are mutated. This is consistent with the hypothesis that in the wild type enzyme E615 plays a key role as a steric gate to exclude incorporation of rNTPs [94] . Interestingly, residue I614 is also mutated both in polymerase that incorporate nucleotides with nucleobase modifications (5D4 [87] and P2 [85] ), possibly suggesting a more general role, such as in facilitating the required conformational changes in the DNAP.
Several other common mutations in Taq also appear to contribute to disparate activities. A608 is located in motif A, and its mutation to Val or Thr has been linked to a broad range of activities, including increased extension of distorting 3 0 mismatches [67] , thermostability [61] , RNAP activity [50] , RT activity [90] , and substrate discrimination [67, 87] . E520 is positioned at the interface of the thumb and fingers domains within the thumb domain and its mutation to Gly has been linked to 3 0 mismatch extension [67] , RT activity [90] and substrate discrimination [67] . M747 is located within the Q helix of the fingers domain and its mutation has been linked to inhibitor resistance [61] , RT activity [90] , and replication from damaged templates [91, 92] . Interestingly, the structure of KlenTaq indicates that M747 interacts with the 2 0 -deoxyribose of the first (n + 1) nucleotide in the template [86, 95] . Many of these mutations are located away from the active site, and would likely not have been included in rationally or semi-rationally designed libraries.
While polymerases with diverse functions have been evolved, future efforts should include increased use of recombination during selection, the addition of selections for stability, and the addition of counter selections for fidelity. Recombination is necessary to combine beneficial mutations from different clones and also to unlink beneficial and detrimental mutations. Mutations that are neutral, or even adaptive, with regard to the selected phenotype commonly destabilize the protein [96] [97] [98] , and this destabilization may limit evolution [99] [100] [101] . Thus, the inclusion of rounds of selection for stability may introduce compensatory stabilizing mutations that allow for the acquisition of additional adaptive mutations. Finally, it is clear that the easiest way to increase the substrate repertoire of a polymerase (or perhaps any enzyme) is to acquire mutations that reduce fidelity. All too often the characterization of evolved mutants focuses on the selected activity with little or only characterization of fidelity. Variants with significantly reduced fidelity are unlikely to be of any practical value. The inclusion of additional rounds of selection for fidelity, for example, with large concentrations of dideoxy nucleotide triphosphates that are incorporated only upon mispairing and whose incorporation prevents recovery, should be explored. With these and other advances in protein engineering, polymerases with a broad range of activities should be available to enable an equally broad range of novel applications.
